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Greetings!
Freedom is sustained by sacrifice and, as our
country celebrates its Independence on July 4th,
take a moment to thank the men and women of the
United States Armed Forces who have sacrificed
that we may continue to live in the Land of the Free.

Andrew Don
Senior Vice President and
CFO at the National Rural

Congratulations to all 2015 graduates!
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We encourage all ThanksUSA scholars to keep in touch

Foundation

through the ThanksUSA Alumni & Friends Facebook
page.

Read More

ThanksUSA Scholar
Meet Patrick Hernandez
Congratulations 2015 graduate!
Thanks to the generous sponsorship
of "John (NMN) Coffey" and USA
Funds, this Marine Corps dependent
received consecutive ThanksUSA scholarships totaling
$6,000 to pursue undergraduate studies at Indiana

ThanksUSA Recognized
in Ranks of Region's
Best Charities!
Very big news for ThanksUSA we have been chosen by the
Catalogue for Philanthropy

University at Bloomington. Patrick graduated on May
9th, earning a Bachelor of Arts degree in International
Studies and Spanish.
Visit our Scholarship News blog and join us on
Facebook to learn more about ThanksUSA scholarship
recipients and recent graduates.

(Greater Washington) as one of
the region's best communitybased nonprofit organization.
This award reflects
ThanksUSA's status as a highly
effective local charity, working to

TH10.4 WWI Geography
The fourth and final chapter

provide scholarships for military

of Treasure Hunt 10, WWI

families.

Geography, will be released on July

As a result of this recognition,
the military families we serve will
be the beneficiaries of a four-year
partnership designed to raise our
visibility, generate new
resources, build our capacity, and
promote strategic philanthropy in
the region.
Please take a minute to learn
more about the Catalogue at
http://www.cfp-dc.org/. We are

4th! Participants will have until
August 15th to successfully
complete this challenging chapter and be eligible to win
one of four Walmart gift certificates valued at $200 each.
August 15th is also the Grand Prize deadline.
Participants who submit correct answers for all TH10
chapters will be entered to win the Grand Prize, a $500
gift certificate tfrom Walmart!

truly honored by their designation
as "One of the Best" for 20152016.

Inaugural Memorial Day event a success...
Play More for the Troops TopNotch
Tennis Tournament
Mani Barajas-Alexander, USPTA professional at
Heading to a Washington
Nationals game? Use promo
code ThanksUSA to receive
discounted tickets.
$5 of your ticket purchase will be

TopNotch Tennis, teamed up with USTA Mid-Atlantic to
host an entry-level tennis tournament (L8) at Tuckahoe
Recreation Club in McLean, Virgina. The tournament
supported ThanksUSA's Tennis Thanks the Troops
campaign to provide educational opportunities to the
families of US military personnel.

donated to ThanksUSA.

Announcing New
Partnerships

This tournament was geared toward entry-level tennis
players ranging from 8 to 16 years of age. Tournament
Director Kirsten Spraker organized a fun-filled day for
rising stars in the Northern Virginia area. With the youth
tennis program growing exponentially in the region, 63

Did you know your closet can
change lives? ThanksUSA has
partnered with Fashion Project, to

players participated and 111 timed matches were played
in this two-day thriller. All participants received 50 points
toward the USTA ranking.

help you turn your high fashion
items into cash to help us provide
need-based educational

Bonnie Vona, Sr. Manager of Youth Programs at USTA

scholarships to the dependents

Mid-Atlantic, added the crucial USTA component.

and spouses of active-duty U.S.
military personnel, with special
emphasis given to those who lost
a loved one in service to
America. We are so excited to
provide you with a new, fun way
to support our organization. Learn

Bonnie summed up the tournament best, "This is a great
partnership and everyone's a winner - - the beautiful
facility and TopNotch Tennis Academy are show-cased,
entry level players have their first foray into competitive
tennis, and the community unites to support our military
families."

More
____________________________

Register and host event by July 15th to be eligible for

Grand Prize trip to the US Open!

Trollbeads is the original bead-onbracelet brand known for using
the highest quality materials and
craftsmanship. Trollbeads is part
of the Danish design legacy,
which is recognized for its
simplicity, functionality and
quality. To celebrate the 4th of
July, Trollbeads has created the
Patriotic Spirit Collection
complete with leather bracelets
and sterling silver bangles and
necklaces with an assortment of
festive red, white and blue beads.
This partnership with ThanksUSA
will help benefit the many
dependents of men and women in
uniform. Learn More

Congrats to NBA Champions Golden State
Warriors and Stephen Curry, ThanksUSA
National Spokesperson!
The NBA finals were filled with excitement and great
displays of athleticism and skill. We congratulate the
Golden State Warriors and ThanksUSA Spokesperson
Stephen Curry on this major accomplishment. "Stephen
Curry's leadership and innovative playmaking electrified
the entire NBA season. His dedication to winning and
improving -- what he describes as 'the only option for
me' -- is reflected in his commitment to the children and
spouses of our Armed Forces," said ThanksUSA CEO
and Chair Bob Okun.
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